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Redfish Rodeo Roundup
by Jerry Loring

The 2004 Redfish Rodeo was one to remember. 
Seventy-two attended the dinner and awards ceremony at
the Beachfront Pavilion at the Rockport City Park.  The
weather was great, the wind held low, the water remained
clear with a good tide, and the redfish were tailing on the
flats.  What more could one ask for?

Eight flyfishers were from the Alamo Fly Fishers
and from that group came the winner for the biggest trout. 
Mark Lucas, what's new, caught the longest redfish (32"). 
For the first time the majority of flyfishers were from outside
Houston.  This is a great sign that the Redfish Rodeo is
becoming a fixture of sorts.

The format remained the same.  The day started
with fishing at first light and ended at five p.m.  There was some discussion of what "first light" meant.  Did this mean
first daylight, sunlight, flashlight, moonlight, or car light?  Anyway, the weather cooperated and the fishing is only
part of the tale.  Thanks to Mac's Bar B Que of Rockport, everyone had a choice of beef or chicken with two sides. 
Mac catered, served, and cleaned up.  Phil Stranahan helped the committee of Rick Rawls and Tom Lyons
immensely. 

Two skits came off with injury to neither body nor ego.  Evan Watkins
acted out Game Warden Rocky Jawbone and asked a series of questions from
table to table.  The best question was, without a doubt, about Sam Caldwell, and
yes, he was there in person.  Was he famous (A) for being voted the 2004 Texas
Artist of the year, (B) for his recipe book for
leftover dead bait, (C) for inventing scratch
and sniff, or (D) because his great, great,
great uncle lost the battle of Salado Creek
during the Texas independence revolution? 
The answer is both A and B.

The Stink Bait Committee, headed
by Captain Detector Fred Carr and Doctor
Odorizer (Rick Rawls) sniffed out a jar of
stink bait from Joe Deforke's pocket.  Joe
was duly brought before the assembly and

found culpable of using the trout eggs to "sweeten" his fly.  After an attempt to

Ethan Wells at the September 27th meeting!

Texan and part-time Floridian Ethan Wells
is back with a new show about fishing for tarpon,
permit, snook and bonefish in the Florida Keys and
Everglades.  In his own words, "I need a full house! 
A lot of new cool photos this year."

Ethan is very entertaining and, as a number
of TFFers who have fished with him will tell you, a
great guide.  Don't miss this meeting!

September 27, 2004, 7:30 p.m. (doors open
at 7:00).  Holiday Inn, I-10 Katy Freeway at Antoine

Jerry Loring with Sam Caldwell
Busted!
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deodorize him by Doctor Deodorizer, Joe, known as the "King of Drift," was presented the "Sweetened Hook
Award.” The only problem was that Doctor Deodorizer could not make the deodorizer gun work properly.  It finally
went off accidentally, deodorizing the audience instead of Joe.

The Wind Knots Award (a storytelling event) was a tie between Evan Watkins and his cousin from Seattle. 
Apparently, the night before, Evan either drank too many adult beverages or ate too many hot dogs.  He suffered all
day from gas and numerous trips to the bathroom.  No one ever got Evan’s cousin’s name, but he told the best story
about Evan trying to cast while holding back mother nature.  He called it the Urn cast.  We’ve got to make him a
member and get his name.

An important point to make is that the Redfish Rodeo was, again, both a financial and objective success. 
Any time a $3,000 outlay can return more than was spent, it must be deemed a financial success.  The money angle
aside, the main objective is to promote "catch and release" and this makes the eighteenth consecutive year for a
catch and release fly fishing tournament to be held along the Texas coast.  And they said having a fishing
tournament without cash prizes couldn't be done!  The Redfish Rodeo is always a fun time, at a fun place, with a lot
of fun flyfishers.  Because of the financial success and great turnout, the 2005 location will again be in the Rockport
area.  See you there.

*  *  *  *  *

President's Corner
by Jerry "Buggywhip" Loring, president, Texas Flyfishers

At a dinner party last month, a friend raised his glass and toasted, "here's to
absent friends."  Everyone at the table replied in unison, "to absent friends."  The four
couples in attendance have known each other for years, and yes, some of our friends have
moved on or left the scene in one way or another.

So it is with all of us.  Whether it's personal, business, family, or social, our
acquaintances are both fluid and dynamic, ever changing.  In thirty years, the Texas
Flyfishers have seen many members come and go.  Most of these "gone but not forgotten"
left Houston either for business or a new life in another town.  In the latter category is Jim
Bridges, who is in the process of moving to Plano, Texas.  To Jim and Bettie, a new life in
a new town beckons.  

Anyone who has participated in the Texas Flyfishers has watched Jim in action.  I personally have observed
Jim contribute and work in various TFF programs and events for the past fifteen years.  Jim is one of those who
charted and stayed the course.  His hard work, dedication, timely humor, and casting instructions will be sorely
missed.  By the way, Jim is an excellent flyfisher.  The bass at Seven Lakes know that all too well. 

The Ride.  Life is all about the ride from Point A, where one starts, to Point Z, where one winds up.  That
leaves lots of points in between.  Two oil booms ago I was working morning tour on a drilling rig.  In the process of
running a long string (11,000 feet of seven-inch casing), a hand in the casing crew commented that working this
hard all night long would put a lot of miles on us.  From somewhere out of the darkness came the retort, "it's not the
miles you put on, but the stops in between that get you."

I know this is a right stop for Jim, and may I speak for the Texas Flyfishers in wishing Jim and Bettie the
very best in Plano.  If he will allow it, everyone in attendance can stand Jim to a salute at the bar on his last meeting. 
Good Luck Jim, may your blessings be many.
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Clarke Thornton - fresh

Scott Fossum - salt

OUTINGS
Our outings schedule is a continuing work-in-progress.  Here are the trips we have currently scheduled for

the rest of the year.  More may be added.  Some may be dropped.  There will probably be some rescheduling.  Use
the list for general planning purposes.

To volunteer as a trip leader, contact Fresh Water Outings Chairman Clarke Thornton or Salt Water Outings
Chairman Scott Fossum.  Their telephone numbers and email addresses are on the
Executive Committee listing elsewhere in this issue.  Fresh water trips are designated [F],
salt water [S] in the listings below.

September 25-26.  "Padre Island Surf Fest."  Four-wheel down Padre Island and fish the
surf with Capt. Billy Sandifer and outing leaders Tom Lyons, 281-
379-7944, and Scott Fossum.  Optional camping on beach.  See
the article in the May issue of Wind Knots for important details
[S]. 

October 21-24 [new listing].  White and Norfork Rivers in
Arkansas.  Camping on the river at Quarry Park at the foot of
Norfork Dam.  Trip leaders Gary Evans, (h) 281-339-3156, (c)

281-851-1852, jokid@pdq.net, and Troy Miller, (h) 979-865-5117, (c) 281-382-7250,
troy.miller@ev1.net or troy.miller@bakerhughes [F].

October 23-24 [new date].  South Padre Island, Texas [S].  Rick Rawls,  713-830-5446,
rick55@ev1.net, trip leader.

October 10.  Seven Lakes at Damon [new location], Damon, Texas.  Bass and panfish [F].

November 7.  Guadalupe River, Sattler, Texas.  Trout [F].

November ??  Shamrock Bay, Port Aransas, TX [S].

*  *  *  *  *

Free 5th Annual Contraband Conclave Features Lefty Kreh

The Contraband Fly Casters - Tom Nixon Chapter in Lake Charles, Louisiana, is hosting it's fifth annual
conclave on Saturday, October 2nd.  It features a full day with Lefty Kreh giving instruction, advice, and telling his
wonderful stories.  The best part is that it's free!  The conclave will be held at the Southwest Louisiana Fishing Club
on the shore of beautiful Prien Lake in Lake Charles.  Things start at 8:30 a.m. with a fly tying demonstration and
continue throughout the day with Lefty giving a presentation, demonstrating casting, and answering questions. 
Lunch will be available for sale at the site.

Travel Instructions:

Heading east on I-10, in the town of Sulphur take exit 25, I-210 east.  Proceed over bridge; shortly after
bridge take Exit 4, Nelson Rd.  Turn right.  At light in front of Wal-Mart, turn right on Prien Lake Rd.  Stay on Prien
Lake until you get to a stop sign at a T.  Turn right on Cove Ln. for about 50 feet, turn left on Kiwana's Rd.  Proceed
past booth marked entrance to "Lefleur Beach."  The road loops under the bridge heading back east.  You will see a
boat ramp and parking area on your left; road continues through a gate.  Shortly after gate the Southwest Louisiana
Fishing Club is on your left
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San Marcos River Float Trip

Several club members and family members, plus guide Kevin Hutchinson, fished the beautiful San Marcos
River on August 7th.  They were:  Dave Simms, Jeremy Cottrell, Linda Love, Rusty VanBiber (Dave's grandson),
outings chairman Clarke Thornton, his daughter and assistant outings director Claine Thornton, Bud Turner, and
Troy Miller.

The lovely San Marcos River Clarke Thornton's beautiful little Gualupe
bass

Left to right:  Dave Simms, Kevin Hutchinson, Jeremy Cottrell, Linda
Love, Rusty VanBiber, Clarke Thornton, Claine Thornton.  Photo by Bud
Turner, who was standing in the river
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Cypress Lakes Outing
by Dave Kelly

. . . east on 105, north at the river.

Set in the very flood plain of the Trinity River, Cypress Lakes Estates lives up to its image.  Long-plumed
egrets, great blue herons, cypress trees, calm waters, dark shadows, weeds, reeds, and heat.  Hot heat, no wind.

Great looking oxbow lakes that you know are just full of fish.  Plug this address into "MapQuest" for a better
understanding of the layout:  200 Dayton Drive, Cleveland, Texas  77327.

So it was (that sounds biblical) that on Saturday, September 11th, eleven of us would go down the long
dusty road that led to Mud Lake.  That's exciting.  I'm going fishing in a mud lake.  Bud Turner, Ron Bauer, Larry
Pitts, Dave Kelly, Tom Stevenson, Ralph  Adams, Troy Miller and son Adam, Clarke Thornton and daughter Claine
and her friend Kathleen Juergens were the ones running the maze of dusty residential roads.

Let's see.  This was a fishing trip, so we need a fish count.  Larry Pitts, 1; Ron Bauer, 1; Ralph Adams, 1;
and Troy Miller, 4.  There may have been others but I didn't get them recorded.  Anyway, there weren't any prizes,
either.

Thanks to Tom Stevenson for the photographs.

Troy Miller demonstrates the "High Orvis"
position

Photo by Tom Stevenson, captions by Dave Kelly
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New Measures Considered to Protect Texas Seagrass
by Ralph G. Adams, Jr.

The growth of saltwater fishing in Texas has drawn increased numbers of anglers into the state's bay
systems.  And with them has come more boat activity.  Combined with greater interest in fishing the shallowest
areas, there has been an increased incidence of prop scarring on coastal grass beds.  Marine biologists are
monitoring the situation and are increasingly concerned about the potential for widespread and lasting damage to
the bay environment and the overall fishery.

Texas Parks & Wildlife has taken the lead on this issue.  Several years ago, they established voluntary
prop-up zones along parts of Estes Flats, Redfish Bay, and Brown & Root.  A University of Texas Marine Science
Institute study found that nearly 97% of Redfish Bay had prop scarring with 75% categorized as severe.

Yet given the healthy stocks of game fish in this very area, why is prop-scarring a problem?  Aside from
being unsightly, the scars undermine the health of grass beds and, by extension, the entire food webs that rely on
grass habitat.  The damage also hastens erosion, which undermines water clarity and hinders adequate
transmission of sunlight to submerged vegetation.

Scientists studying the problem do not believe that scarred areas always recover and efforts at artificial
replanting have met with little success.  Aerial surveys suggest that a given scar may be visible for years.  So the
long-term ill effects are likely to be compounding.  And while some of us have observed scars generating new
grasses, the new growth is often from invasive species.  Common among these is Rupia maritima (widgeon grass). 
Whereas native species tend to be perennials that maintain a living root system throughout the year, rupia dies
annually.  Without year-round root systems, the flats are subject to the scouring affects of wind and tide.  TPWD
officials are concerned that, in time, a given area may become badly damaged and reach a point after which the
natural regenerative abilities of the grasses are overwhelmed.

Currently, TPWD has a series of voluntary prop-up zones in the Aransas Pass area.  Boater compliance
with these designated areas approaches zero.  So the department is now considering stricter measures.  On
November 4th, TPWD commissioners will vote on whether to establish mandatory prop-up zones in portions of
Estes Cove and Trout Bayou, Terminal Flat, and part of Brown & Root.  If passed, any mandatory ruling is likely to
expire after five years.  And as part of the proposal, each prop-up zone would be accessible via running lanes. 
Violations of the rule would likely carry a Class C misdemeanor charge.

The Coastal Conservation Association of Texas is not directly involved with the initiative but generally
"supports the concept of research done to preserve seagrass."  Luke Giles, CCA Assistant Director, states that
preserving seagrass habitat is complementary to his organization's goals assuming three caveats.  First, the prop-up
zones must be established with the intent of conducting further scientific research into the long-term impacts of
scarring.  Second, the prop-up zones must have running lanes that afford reasonable access via push-pole, trolling
motor, or wading.  Third, the provisions must include a sunset provision after which the use of mandatory prop-up
zones will be re-evaluated.

The history of rulemaking shows how difficult it is to legislate changes in people's behavior.  In the end, the success
of this effort will not come solely from actions taken by TPWD or Austin.  It is more likely to be decided by the sum
total of individual decisions made each and every day by boaters, anglers, and other stakeholders.  Dr. Bill Harvey
at TPWD has been a leader in the seagrass conservation effort.  He points out that "fishing today in the Texas coast
has been as good as it has been in our lifetime.  Lets make sure that we don't do anything to endanger that."

Note:  TPWD has a new boater education video available to the public.  It is covers boating techniques that
minimize impact on seagrass while ensuring a safe and enjoyable experience.  I have a few copies to share with
anyone interested.  Any comments or questions on the current TPWD initiative may be directed to Dr. Bill Harvey: 
bill.harvey@tpwd.org.
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A Kind Lot
The 2002 Redfish Rodeo Fly Fishing Event had been a rainout due to the remnants of a tropical storm.  The

frontal boundary of the depression had come and gone, but rain continued long after its passage.  The drenched,
soaked, and shivering members of the Redifish Rodeo committee gathered up at the Port O'Connor Community
Center.  Their mission was to show a brave face and offer thanks to any crazed flyfisher who might show up in the
rainy deluge.

Seventy to eighty participants had been expected.  However, at the appointed muster hour, only seven
souls assembled under the protection of the canopy.  They were Fred Carr, Tira Overstreet, Corey Rich, Tom Horby,
Ted Baker, Jerry Moulden, Buggywhip Loring, and Dr. Mike Eberhard.  The rain continued to pour.

With darkness approaching, the decision was made to adjourn to a respected seafood restaurant in Seadrift
and attempt to salvage the day with some comradery, warm food, and a semblance of an awards banquet.

  
It was at this moment that an SUV with kayak mounted on top turned off the road and slowly rolled to a stop

under the canopy.  Out stepped a tall, nice-looking gentlemen who sallied up and made his introduction as "Jim." 
Buggywhip took the lead and first, offered his thanks for supporting the Redfish Rodeo Catch & Release Event, and
second, apologized for the inclement weather.  Everyone asked if Jim had managed to fly fish that day.  Jim
answered no, "the weather had been too much to deal with."  Jim did, however, accept the invitation to join the
dinner party in Seadrift.

In the privacy of a back room, the fishermen's platters were served and the storytelling began.  It turned out
that Jerry Moulden, Dr. Mike Eberhard, Tom Horbey, and Ted Baker actually fished in the weather.  To fish in those
horrible elements, these four are forever enshrined as true champions of the flats.  Tom and Ted placed first for the
longest redfish and trout.  However, Dr. Mike Eberhard was awarded the "Slam" award for a flounder, trout, and
redfish he caught in his boat slip while waiting for the weather to clear.  Corey Rich recommended the award should
be called the "Slip Slam."  After more hops, it was learned Dr. Eberhard also caught a hardhead catfish.  Corey
immediately amended his recommended name to the "Slimy Slip Slam."

Everyone present was given a hat, door prize, free meal and their entry fee back.  The tall gentleman, Jim,
placed second in storytelling and won another prize for that effort.  Given the options, this gathering at Seadrift
helped salvage a small victory from the jaws of a rainout.  Everyone said goodbye and voiced his or her hopes for
better conditions next year.  But wait, the story did not end here.

One year later, the secretary of the Texas Flyfishers received a hand-written letter addressed to the
organizers of the Redfish Rodeo.  It was an expression of thanks and it went like this:

 "Last October, I had planned to fish with a friend in Port O'Conner.  The
darkness and rain canceled our trip.  I was trying to call home but my cell phone
would not work.  A group of people were standing under the front of the Port
O'Connor Community Center so I pulled up to ask if I could use a phone inside.
They were so happy to meet me.  It was like I was their long lost brother.  They
introduced themselves and invited me to dinner in Seadrift, where they bought my
meal, gave me fifty dollars, presented me with a hat, a door prize, and another
rather nice award for telling a fishing story that I assumed was supposed to be
made up.  I had never heard of the Texas Flyfishers or the Redfish Rodeo Fly
Fishing Event before. But I can testify that the sponsors and organizers are
certainly a kind lot.  Thanks to whoever you are.  Jim."

Jerry "Bug E. Whip" Loring 

*  *  *  *  *
Oregon Fishing Report - Aug. 2004
by Joe Flowers

For our vacation this past summer my wife, Karen, and I spent a week fly fishing in central Oregon. While
there we were able to fish the Deschutes, Metolius, Crooked, and Wood Rivers.
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The Deschutes

We floated the Warm Springs to Trout Creek section with a guide whom I booked through the Deschutes
River Outfitters in Bend.  Because the fishing didn't pick up until late in the day, we didn't put into the river until about
noon.  I had good success with a size 16 X-caddis cast to fish rising under the brush overhanging the stream.  I
used a 9½-foot 6-weight with a floating line the whole day.  I caught several rainbows up to 16 inches.  The fish in
this section have a beautiful dark red coloration and are great fighters.

After stopping for dinner, we floated down to a riffle the guide called "Big Indian." After the sun went below
the ridge line, Karen caught ten or 12 nice fish on a nymph.  She got six hookups on six consecutive casts.  All of
the fish were in the 12- to 16-inch range.  It made the day for her as she hadn't had any luck with the dry flies earlier. 
We didn't get to the take-out until well past dark, and didn't get back to our cabin until midnight. It was a great day of
fishing. 
. 

The Metolius

We stayed in a cabin on the Metolius at Camp Sherman.  The golden stonefly activity started up every day
about 10 a.m. and lasted until dark.  I caught a few on size 6 Clark's golden stoneflies that I bought from the fly shop
there. The fish were holed up under the grass overhanging the banks.
 

I had better luck early one morning using a size 18 Red Copper John with rubber legs (also bought from the
fly shop).  I used a 6-foot 3-weight rod, rigged with a furled leader and four feet of 5x tippet.  This rod allowed me to
concentrate on places with really terrible casting conditions. 

The Metolius is a very clear spring creek that doesn't vary much in water temperature or flow rate
throughout the year.  It gets a lot of fishing pressure and is catch and release only.  Also, it is flyfishing only, and no
split shot can be used.  I didn't land a fish over ten inches on this section of the river.  It is, however, a pretty place to
fish, and a lot of fun if you like challenging fishing conditions.  

The Crooked

We spent one day fishing the Crooked River south of Prineville.  From the Prineville Lake Dam down to mile
marker 12 there are about eight miles or so of public access.  The water coming out of the lake was off-colored,
which is normal.  If I hadn't been expecting it, I doubt if I'd have even bothered to rig up my rod.  Wading was
difficult.  Karen went down even using her wading staff. 

I had the most luck with a green, size 14 sparkle nymph with a black, size 18 bead-head midge nymph for a
dropper.  The 9-foot, 4-weight rod I used worked great for me.  Big fish are said to be rare in this river.  Most of the
fish I caught were on the small side.  I did land one about 14 inches, but most were under ten inches.  There was a
lot of moss floating down the river.  It was tough keeping the hooks clean. 

There are a lot of fish in this river.  The day I fished I think they were taking midge emergers, though how in
the world they could detect them in that water is a mystery to me.  Probably 80 percent of the fish I caught were on
the midge nymph. 

The proprietor of the Fin 'N' Feathers Fly Shop in Prineville was very helpful with tips on fly selection and
techniques.  I recommend stopping in if you plan to fish this river.  The shop is on the main street on the west side of
town.  It's behind a big tree and is difficult to see when driving by.  

The Wood River

I don't have much of a report on the Wood River.  I only got to fish it a couple of hours one morning.  I didn't
even get a strike, but there are a few things I'd like to mention about it.  Public access is very limited.  Even so, the
Ft. Klamath Picnic Area is a nice place to fish.  There were tons of hoppers along the banks, and I netted up a lot of
cased caddis larva about one inch long with cases made of small sticks. 

In Conclusion

I found the book Fly fisher's Guide to Oregon by John Huber and the website Westfly.com to be of great
help when planning this trip. 
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Stealing Time in Port O'Connor
by Ralph G. Adams, Jr.

The Olympic Games sometimes are characterized by cheating, greed, treachery, scandal, and a win-at-all-
cost mentality that Napoleon himself would have admired.  That covers the good about the modern Olympics. 
What's bad is the lack of sportsmanship.  So I skipped the whole thing this year.  There are alternatives.  If I want to
watch bizarre humanoids engaged in sport without sportsmanship, I can go to the Redfish Rodeo.  Or a One-Fly
event.  And if I really want to see the dark side, I can always hire a fishing guide.

So I celebrated the closing of the Athens Games by going fishing.  My last good day of saltwater fishing was
in April.  Since then, I had to content myself with a mixed bag.  The month of June was all perch and largemouth
bass.  July witnessed a marathon kayak trip to the heart of the Laguna Madre.  Wiser men declined my invitation to
launch out of Arroyo City and paddle forever in the heat of a South Texas summer.  The highlight of the trip turned
out to be the drive.  Monster winds and an evil sun joined forces to squash me.  I abandoned my effort after nearly
twenty miles of paddling and flirtations with heat exhaustion that had me constantly puzzling over what time it was
and checking my watch every three minutes.  

August brought the cooler climes of a family vacation to Connecticut.  The New England aesthetics were
superb and the range of fishing situations outstanding.  Yet except for an afternoon catching smallmouth bass on
the Housatonic River and a smattering of tailor blues that culminated in losing the big one on an eight inch fly and a
broken leader, the fishing was slow.  I was reminded of the inherent joy of simply being alive during a close call
which, coincidentally, also involved a kayak.  My life vest was safely below decks and it was a prayerful experience
sweeping crabwise into a rip running like wild horses over Pennfield Reef.  The water was enlivened by seven feet
of oscillation chasing a head of tide through the Long Island Sound and back towards the Atlantic.

On the second-to-last day of August I left home in the dark on the Monday after they doused the Olympic
flame.  The midweek escape is a special kind of treat, tailor-made for stealing time from productive ends.  I left the
big city and tracked the full moon south through the coastal plain.  Driving past exit signs for Wharton and Louise
along the S-curve in El Campo and past Prasek's.  Glancing by Edna and through outlying Victoria before cutting left
onto a skein of farm-to-market roads in Calhoun County.  Crossing Highway 35 and resisting the turn for Rockport. 
Past Powderhorn and left on Highway 185 and into that quaint and rough-edged hamlet that is Port O'Connor.

The sun was lifting blue colors out of the landscape.  The Intracoastal had a rolling oily quality and not a
single boat motor was heard.  The lightest breeze and the gulls chattered about having nothing to do.  The constant
anticipation subsided; there was that looking forward that goes in gear just as one fishing trip ends and continues
right up until the next one begins.  I tuned into the present with the sniff of salt and humidity and wondered at my
fortune.  I glanced back at my track across the channel to double check the rear hatch and noticed my wake
smoothing a fixed distance behind the boat.

After a paddling through the cut the tidal marsh came into full view.  I resisted the urge to stop and blind-
cast the cut for trout because what I needed was a redfish.  I meandered along a shoreline that glowed with the
electric sounds of insects.  Wading birds hunted.  Cattle splashed making sounds like redfish sometimes do.  A
pelican feather floated by dry and looked like a dent in the water.  I took it up.  There is much unseen in small
portents and I wore it in my hat to garner animal spirits.

A crabber piloting a work boat rigged with a sunshade ran to a marker and idled the engine.  He waved and
hauled a trap then tossed his catch in a bucket, rebaited and set the trap into the water again, feeding the length of
slack rope through his hand until the trap reached bottom.

The crabber left and the redfish came all into view around me.  They were tailing and easy to catch. 
Schools of them poked along the length of the grass flat so that I would be landing one fish while having already
chosen my next target.  It is a marvel to see such industrious piggies with their tails on edge through the surface and
completely unaware of your presence.

Next I scouted a series of transition zones.  These can be exceptional places, if not because of the fishing
then because they mark key changes in the coastal topography.  Those are super-charged places where estuary
meets bay or where narrow guts connect tidal lakes.  They can be dramatic places where colors and energy
gradients collide resulting in formations like something in the Bahamas, sand flats framing bays the color jade, or
hidden guts streaming with currents that gamefish love.  These places hold fish at certain stages of tide and season. 
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I have been lucky to find a few of them, always by accident and often when I take a risk and paddle to some
unfamiliar place or cranny tucked in the weeds.

Sometimes I have stood waiting in these places, hoping to live the dream and watch herds of legless
saurian shapes come into view.  I would judge the distance as they near, one after the next.  So rich in reds would I
be that I would become a sophisticated snob and target only the biggest fish.  The casts would top 100 feet and I
would be fishing permit flies in three feet of water and leading the fish by a wide margin so the fly could sink to the
bottom.  Then I would strip it once to raise a mud puff which would put that big bull on-point to strike.  I hear of
Florida guides employing similar tactics along the migratory paths of tarpon and I tell you it has never once worked
for me.  Nonetheless, we all have ideals of what can be, those huge anticipations residing between the acts of
fishing and making a living.  It's just a matter of time and place.

In the late morning I drifted across a shallow point and spotted two reds swimming toward the open bay. 
I cast beyond them and to the side and a long slow strip stopped dead.  I set the hook and raised the rod only to
have the line and leader shoot back as the fish bolted and snapped my tippet.  I rerigged and managed to find a few
others before moving on.

I found more feathers for my collection.  A pink one from a spoonbill sat on the water pointing at a large
redfish that I scared away.  The juxtaposition of red feather and red fish was mighty mojo so I put it in my hat as
well.  I did the same with an ibis feather.

Paddling across a narrow stretch of Espiritu Santo Bay, the water was green.  The colors changed across a
barren sand flat towards Grass Island and I could see the iron lighthouse anchoring an eastern stretch of Matagorda
Island.  The clear green water entices me to jump in clear in the middle of the bay but I do not.  Hordes of love-bugs
attempt to land on me so I quicken the pace and change course to run slightly upwind and limit the numbers that I
plow into.

Hoping to parlay my luck with redfish into a jackpot with bigger predators, I rigged a 10-weight after seeing a
school of menhaden leap across the water.  But there were no more signs.  I moved closer to the bay only to find
the water off-color.  The spell was fading and I paddled back to Port O'Connor.  A guide boat blazed through the
channel piloted by a hard man wearing an expression like that of a banker calling a loan.  The ironical smiles of his
customers said it all.  Poor rubes.  And none of them wearing a single feather in their caps.

*  *  *  
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About Wind Knots
Wind Knots is your monthly newsletter, and it needs your help – otherwise we'll run out of things to print.  E-

mail your articles, photos, artwork, graphics, fishing news, tall tales, lies, and letters to the editor to
corey.rich@aya.yale.edu or fax to (713) 864-7488 not later than the 10th of the month for that month's issue.  Be
sure to put the words Wind Knots in the subject line of your e-mail. If you don't, I might think it's spam or worse
and delete it before opening.

If you have digital photos, please send them in .JPG format.  If you have paper photos, mail them to Corey
Rich, 1900 N. Memorial Way, Houston, TX  77007.  Please include a stamped, self-addressed envelope for their
return.

The preferred form for text – stories, letters, and so forth – is in WordPerfect or Microsoft Word.  Please turn
off "smart quotes" or "curly quotes."  Please try to keep your offerings in the 800 to 1,000 word range, or less.  If you
send photos along with an article, proposed captions are appreciated.

Wind Knots is posted on the club's Web site as soon as it becomes available.  Check
www.texasflyfishers.org regularly for the latest newsletter and other news of interest.

WIND KNOTS CLASSIFIED

Space permitting, we'll run "Wanted" and "For Sale" ads for members of Texas Flyfishers.  On a case-by-
case basis, we may also run ads from non-members if the goods or services sought or offered would be of interest
to our members.  Send your ad by e-mail to corey.rich@aya.yale.edu or regular mail to Corey Rich, 1900 North
Memorial Way, Houston, TX 77007.  You may include a photograph of items to be sold if you like.

*  *  *  *  *



Texas Flyfishers Membership Application
Please check one:      ‘  New Application           ‘  Renewal

To join Texas Flyfishers or renew your membership, please complete this form and mail it with your check
to the address below, or bring it with you to one of our monthly meetings.  All memberships expire June 30th of
each year, and renewals are due July 1st.  New members, please pro-rate your payment for the number of months
between now and the end of June, inclusive.  Our monthly meetings are at the Holiday Inn on the Katy Freeway
between Antoine and Silber on the last Tuesday of every month (except December), beginning at 7:00 p.m.

Dues are for (check one):   ‘ Individual at $24 a year        ‘ Family at $32 a year      ‘ Student at $16 a year

Name:_____________________________________________________________

Address: ___________________________________________________________________________

Home phone: _________________________  Work phone: ___________________________

Email: ___________________________________

TEXAS FLYFISHERS
P.O. BOX 571114

HOUSTON, TX  77257-1134

Texas Flyfishers
P.O. Box 571134
Houston, TX  77257-1134


